am -

-

Section

y the entire description of
ed on the material contained

Date

-

and answer the following
assignment. Turn in the
he laboratory p e ~ o dprior

sical quantities that can be completely specified by their

2. A vector quantity is on.e that has both -

--

and

-.
--

3. Classify each of the following physical quantities as vectors or scalers:

(a) Volume

01) Force
(c) Density

(d) 'Velocity

(el Acceleration

-

Answer questions 4 to 7 with reference to Figure 3.1.

Addition of two force vectors.
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stands for a force vector
figure, what is the magtion of these two vectors

s for a force vector of a
of magnitude 48.0 N acting in the
nitude and direction of the resultant o
using the analytical method?

irection (relative to x-axis) = -

Magnitude =

degrees

ed to compensate for t

5, What is the equzlibrant force that would
tant force of the vectors A and B?

N Direction (relative to x-axis) =
degrees
cm = 10.0 N. Using the graph6. Figure 3.1 bas been eonstructe
r for the addition of A
ical method, construct (on
resultant vector
and B by the parallelogram m
length.
Using
a protracand record it below. State th
tor, measure the angle that t
Magnitude =

Resultant vector length =
em
Force represented by this length =
Direction of resultant relative to x-axis =

N
degrees

7. Construct on the axes below a graphical solution to the problem in Figure 3.1
using the polygon method of vector addition. Use e scale 31.00 cm = 10.0 N.

Resultant vector length

=

cm
N
axis

=

--

d by magnitude only are

e actditioa o f several vectors t o form
a resultant vector
esultt-ent of several

tors

hsce which is
rces..That sinvector of the several applied vectors. This resulaily by a specml additisvr rocess known as vector

w e 3.2 It[useraticsn sf the pard elograrn and triangle addition sf vectors.

directions 60.

$3 Illustration af the pol

2
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od is illustrated for the case
The true polygon
ree vectors in Figure
e extension of th
r or more vectors shoul
clear. Note carefully
each successive vect
oper relationship to the previous veetom: Thus, vector A
awn at the proper angle a relative to
elative to B.Finally, the resultant R
A, and C is then drawn at t
is the vector connecting the
In each of the graphi
they depend greatly on
, the better the accuracy
lengths are measured. I
of the results. In contra
as the number of significant figures chosen
in terms sf its compon
In Figure 3.4(a) is sho

Figure 3.4 Illustration of analytical resolution of a vector.

In Figure 3.4(b) the vector A is shown with a rectangular coordinate system superimposed, and -in Figure 3 4 c ) the components of the vector along the axes acre shown
to be IAl cos0 along the x-axis and IAl sin0 along the y-axis.
In the process of vector addition, each vector to be added is first resolved into
components as s own in Figure 3.4. The components along each axis are then
added algebraically to produce the net components of the resultant vector along
each axis. Those components are a t right angles, and thus t e magnitude of the
resultant e m be found from the Pythagorean theorem. Consi r the case sf three
gnitudes are 10-8,
vectors A, B, and G shown in Figure 3.5. Assume that their
15.8, and 12.0, and eir directions relative to the x-axis are as shown in that figure. Taking the alg aic sum of each of the components of the three vectors leads
to the following:

Note very carefully that the x-component of Lh
to the left, which is the negative x-direction.
found to be the following because t;

vector is negative ecause it points

!&lustrationof t h e anaiigrkical addition

of vectors.

errnore the angle 8 k at h e resultant makes with the x-axis is gwen by the
following:

eterrnining the vaiue of the resultant of several
at when a nonzero resultant force acts on an
hus, another fore
ust be applied to pro
equilibrium. For example, if two known forces, a
, are applied to some objwt,
they will have so
resultant P;i7. n order t o keep the object i
ilibriml, a force
and opposite in irection o f F12 mu
lied. The force
is called the "keqsni
For any number
F1. F2, %, . . .I the equi
force that must be
an object in eyulli
and error experimentally The resultant force,

tion of forces of any chosen magnitude ak any chosen angle. The f o ~ c is
e provided b
y
the pavitational attraction on masses that are attached to a ring by a string passaeh force is applied over a
ate pulley3and the" p d e y POSId to any desired position a r
circular plate. 1%is important
on %be strnnp is equal to the
rnducl of the mass (kg)multi-
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Force Table. (Photo courtesy of Sa

1. Place a pulley at the 2

Ich Scientific Cs.)

ce a total of 0.180 kg
e mass holder in the
the mass. Assume
of force on the force

2. Place a secon pulley at tbe 9 -0" mark on the force table and place a total of
0.200 kg on the end of the string. Calculate the farce produced and record as F2
in Data Table 1.
3. Determine by trial m d error the
which it must be place
equilibrium when it is
sure that the e
such a position
of the ring. This is crucial beeaus
center of the table.

4. For the expe~mentally
5. From the value of the equilibragn
tion of the resultant force FRl a

itude of mass needed and the angle at
the ring in equilibrium. Th
rce table. Jiggle the ring sZ
et. Be sure that all the strings are in
a line that passes through the center
ces must act though the point at the
mass, calculate the force produc
rant force FE1 in Data
itude and diree-

lace a pulley at 3

e force produce by those masses and record them as F3, F4, and F5
in Data Table 2.
art I above, determine the
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Find the resultant of these two
cal construction
using the parallelogram method.
onstruct vectors
or example, a convenient
whose scaled length an
t all directions are given
scale might be 1.00 ern
relative to the force table, and this must be taken into account in the graphical
construction to ensure the proper angle of one vector to another. Read the magnitude and direction of the resultant from your
phical solution and record
em in the appropriate section of Calculations
2. Using trigonometry, calculate the components of Fl and F2 and reeor
analytical solution portion of Calculations Table 1. Add the components dgebraically and determine the magnitude of the resultant by the Pythagorean theorem. Determine the angle of the resultant from e arc tan of the components.
%cord those results in Calculations Table 1.
3. Calculate the percentage error of the magnitude of the experimental value s f F R

calculiate the percentage error of
compared to the analytical solution for FR.
compared to the analytical soluthe magnitude of the graphical solution fo
tion for PiR. For each of those comparisons, also calculate t magnitude of the difference in the angle. Record all values in Calculations

L Find the resultant of these three applied forces using scaled graphical construction, but for this case, use t e polygon method. Read the magnitude and direction
of the resultant from your graphical solution and record them in Calculations
'Fable 2.
2. Using trigonometry calculate the compolnents of all three forces, the components

sf the resultant, and, the ma
all in Calculations Table 2.

direction of the resultant. Record them

3, Make the same error calculations for this problem as asked for in step 3 above in
Part 1.
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ces

I

Force

1

Mass (kg)

I

Force (N)

/

~irectik

I
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Force

I

Mass (kg)

-

I

Force (N)

I

Direction

/

s component

1

y component

I

-

F1

0.100

20.0"

F2

0.200

90.0"

Resultant F;I1

art
Percent Error magnitude xperimental compared to
ieaI compared t o
Percent Error magnitu
Absolute Error in angle xperimendal co
Absolute Error in angle Gr

Laboratory 3

degrees
degrees

rings actually have mass, an
strings do not act at 93' to a tangent to $he rings.
e errors in your
magnicksde and direction, rank the relative importance of these errors for your
datd.

?'a determine the force acting on eac mass it was assume
The value of g at the particular
s%i&t%y
difkrenl fro
haw, on the perc~ntageerror e a k
a n s w ~ &Q
r the ueskion, leave g
ep.roI-.

one at an angle of 20.0°,and
gnitudes ofthe forces, will the

ioformation?
res. m e o f magnitude 2.00
t o the ring of a brce tahle.
Which bpst Cia?scr es the 'IirnlB"catiuaas on R, the resultant?
( a ! R = c : 5 N ( b ) 2 N S K : - 3 N ( c l R ~ 3 N( d ) l N s R 5 5 N ( e ) R s 2 N .
Sapposc the same masses are u
Park 1,but each prxlley is moved
-kgmass acts at 270".
ease.? How does it compare t o the rses

lie experixnelld as were used in
-kg mass acts at 2
itude of the resultant in this

i4s stated earlierj the pu
t-soduce a possible source of error because of their
pessiblc friction, Given
y arc a so-rwce of error, why are the pulleys used
a t a11Vn other words, what i s the f u c t i a n of the pukys?

